
The sensorimotor control task was to select button A or B when lit
on the screen together with sound signals, providing visual, auditory,
andmotor activationwithout gambling (Fig. 1b). For high-reward and
low-reward tasks, software from a commercial slot machine was used
including original sound effects (“Double pot”, Finnish Slot Machine
Association, Fig. 1a). Each participant was given 20 ! as their starting
bankroll (loaded in the program as the task started), and they were
instructed that, if they should lose the initial amount, it would be au-
tomatically reloaded by the slot machine, and that they could keep
the possible winnings without having to pay for the possible losses.

The normal payback rate of the commercial slot machine version
is approximately 93%. For the present study, the software was pro-
grammed differently for the two gambling tasks: 1) High-reward —
impossible to lose, certain winning, corresponding to a mean
payback rate of 371%, and 2) Low-reward — no marked net win or
loss, the net win curve remained around the initial amount during
the whole task (Fig. 1c). For the high-reward task, the aim of the pro-
gramming was to maximize the gambling “high” and dopamine re-
lease, and the program gave big wins especially during the !rst
25 min of gambling/scanning.

The gambling tasks were executed with an Adobe Flash (Adobe
Systems Inc, San Jose, CA, USA) version of the game. Instead of using
real randomness, speci!c C programswere generated for high-reward
and low-reward, which were interpreted by Adobe Flash. Gambling
with the “Double pot” slot machine requires very little skill; the ma-
chine has three spinning wheels with symbols with !ve win lines
and the possibility to attempt doubling the wins with a “coin "ip” but-
ton. Wins are indicated in a text in the display on top of the slot
machine, and are associated with the sound of coins dropping into a
container and a particular tune. The time interval between the start
of the spin and the outcome is approximately 4 s.

The high-reward task produced a mean (SD) net monetary win of
54.20 (11.90) euros [the highest net monetary win at single time-
point was 93.70 (4.50) euros around 30 min of scanning].The low-
reward task produced a mean result of !3.20 (8.10) euros (Fig. 1c).
Ranges of individual spin payouts were 0–20 euros in the high-
reward task and 0–16 euros in the low-reward task. To reduce vari-
ability in the results, the possibility to double the largest wins was re-
moved from the software (doubling option limit 2 !). Since gambling
speed and doubling varied from subject-to-subject, the gambling se-
quence was not identical between the subjects. However, the groups
did not differ in magnitude of the winnings in the high-reward task,
and all subjects had essentially similar net win slopes in both high-
reward [mean (SD) net wins at the end of the scan 55.70 (13.60)
euros in the control group and 52.60 (10.40) euros in pathological

gamblers, P=0.53] and low-reward [!5.80 (8.90) in controls and
!0.40 (6.40) in pathological gamblers, P=0.11] tasks (Fig. 1c). On
average (SD) 460 (44) individual games (spins) were played by the
subjects during one scanning session. Although pathological gamblers
played more spins (played faster) than controls [mean (SD) 483 (39)
in pathological gamblers and 437 (39) in controls, Pb0.001], their
winnings did not markedly differ from controls because of the pro-
gramming of the software.

Image preprocessing

External motion tracking was used to control group and stimulus
related differences in subject motion that might affect the outcome
of the PET measurement. There were no statistically signi!cant differ-
ences between the groups or stimulus conditions in the subject mo-
tion and >97% of the frames had within frame motion less than the
resolution of the scanner indicating good image quality (Supplemen-
tary material). Misalignments between PET sessions and between
frames in each session were compensated for by using a mutual infor-
mation algorithm in Statistical Parametric Mapping (SPM, Wellcome
Department of Cognitive Neurology, London, UK, http://www.!l.ion.
ucl.ac.uk/spm/).

Kinetic analysis

The simpli!ed reference tissue model (SRTM) (Lammertsma and
Hume, 1996) with cortex of the cerebellum as reference tissue was
applied in the quanti!cation of [11C]raclopride binding (BPND).
SRTM yields binding potential (BP) of [11C]raclopride through the
ratio at equilibrium of speci!cally bound radioligand to that of non-
displaceable radioligand in tissue, hence denoted as BPND (Innis et
al., 2007). Voxel-by-voxel maps of BPND were generated using the
basis functions method of Gunn et al. (1997).

For the voxel-wise SPM analysis, spatial normalization of the
movement corrected images to MNI space was carried out using a
[11C]raclopride template created from data set of healthy volunteers
(Haltia et al., 2007). Individual voxel-wise BPND images were
smoothed with a 10-mm Gaussian kernel (voxel size 2!2!2 mm3).
An average smoothed BPND image of the whole sample was calculat-
ed, and a binary mask with a threshold of BPND>0.75 was created
to con!ne the analyses to the basal ganglia area.

Regions of interest (ROIs) for extracting the time-activity course
(TAC) data were delineated with Imadeus (version 1.20, Forima Inc.,
Turku, Finland) individually for each subject using coregistered
brain MR images as a structural reference. ROIs were drawn

Fig. 1. Gambling tasks. Screen view of the gambling task (Double pot-slot machine), which was used for the high-reward and the low-reward tasks. b. Screen view of the senso-
rimotor control task. c. Mean net win curves of the high-reward task (upper two curves) and the low-reward task (lower two curves). Error bars indicate 95% con!dence intervals
at corresponding time-points. Blue = controls. Red = pathological gamblers. Note: the groups did not differ in net wins (rmANOVA group! time interaction F1,3=1.69, P=0.21,
and F1,3=1.77, P=0.16, for the high-reward and the low-reward tasks, respectively).
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gambling correlated with “high” (r=!0.47, P=0.02) (Fig. 3b),
“positive mood” (r=!0.52, P=0.01) and “alertness” (r=!0.43,
P=0.04) indicating higher positive mood and alertness with
higher dopamine release (cluster BPNDs, controls and gamblers
combined). In the low-reward scan, dopamine release was not as-
sociated with any of the behavioral ratings (r=!0.25 to 0.09,
P>0.28). Of the physiological measures (heart rate, RRsyst–diast),
heart rate task! time interaction was signi!cant (F=10.78,
df=2,42, Pb0.001) indicating accelerating heart rate during the
high-reward, and decelerating heart rate during the low-reward
scan, but no differences between the groups.

Addiction severity

In pathological gamblers, SOGS scores correlated positively with
dopamine release during high-reward (SOGS vs delta BPND r=
!0.59, P=0.04) (Fig. 3c), but not during low-reward (trend toward
the same direction, SOGS vs delta BPND r=!0.56, P=0.08). The pos-
itive correlation between high-reward dopamine release (negative

delta BPND) and SOGS score was con!rmed using the ROI data in the
right ventral striatum (SOGS vs delta BPND r=!0.78, P=0.003).

Control task dopamine receptor availability

There were no differences between the groups in the control task
BPNDs (rmANOVA group effect). No signi!cant correlations were seen
between control task dopamine receptor availability and SOGS score,
DSM-IV PG item score, duration of gambling problems, age at the be-
ginning of gambling problems or BDI score in pathological gamblers
(effect of age partialled out in the correlations).

Discussion

Our results indicate that basal ganglia dopamine is released during
gambling with wins correlating with hedonic measure, and a similar
effect is seen in gambling without net wins, which does not correlate
with hedonic measure. Here we use the term hedonia to indicate
pleasure, as captured by the terms ‘positive mood’ and ‘high’. Unex-
pectedly, there is no general difference in dopamine release between

Fig. 2. Dopamine release during gambling. The results of SPM repeated measures ANOVA analysis overlaid on the average T1 weighted MRI image of the studied sample. a, b. Areas
of decreased [11C]raclopride BPND with height threshold T1,41=3.30. Red-yellow scale bars indicate the corresponding T values. a. Condition effect, high-reward versus control scan,
statistical peak voxel at (!10 4 2), Tmax=5.71, cluster of 322 voxels=2576 mm3, FWE-corrected P=0.002. b. Condition effect (low-reward versus control scan), statistical peak
voxel at (!10 4 2), Tmax=4.68, cluster of 95 voxels=760 mm3, FWE-corrected P=0.043.

Fig. 3. Correlations of dopamine release during the high-reward scan. Positive correlation of dopamine release (relative change in binding potential between the control and the
high-reward scan, negative values indicate dopamine release) between high-reward and low-reward scans, r=0.76, Pb0.001 in the whole sample; r=0.74, P=0.01 in controls;
r=0.81, P=0.003 in pathological gamblers. b. Positive correlation between dopamine release and change in the rating of “high” in the reward scan, as indicated by negative cor-
relation between delta BPND and behavioral rating (BR) delta value of “High” [(BR15min+BR30min) /2!BR0min] r=!0.47, P=0.02 in the whole sample; r=!0.68, P=0.02 in con-
trols. c. Correlation between SOGS score and dopamine release during the high-reward scan in pathological gamblers, as indicated by negative correlation between delta BPND and
SOGS r=!0.59 P=0.04. Black line= regression line of the whole sample. Blue = controls. Red= pathological gamblers. Dashed line= line of equivalent dopamine release during
reward and no-reward (area under the line = greater dopamine release during reward than no-reward).
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the possible winnings without having to pay for the possible losses.

The normal payback rate of the commercial slot machine version
is approximately 93%. For the present study, the software was pro-
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impossible to lose, certain winning, corresponding to a mean
payback rate of 371%, and 2) Low-reward — no marked net win or
loss, the net win curve remained around the initial amount during
the whole task (Fig. 1c). For the high-reward task, the aim of the pro-
gramming was to maximize the gambling “high” and dopamine re-
lease, and the program gave big wins especially during the !rst
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The gambling tasks were executed with an Adobe Flash (Adobe
Systems Inc, San Jose, CA, USA) version of the game. Instead of using
real randomness, speci!c C programswere generated for high-reward
and low-reward, which were interpreted by Adobe Flash. Gambling
with the “Double pot” slot machine requires very little skill; the ma-
chine has three spinning wheels with symbols with !ve win lines
and the possibility to attempt doubling the wins with a “coin "ip” but-
ton. Wins are indicated in a text in the display on top of the slot
machine, and are associated with the sound of coins dropping into a
container and a particular tune. The time interval between the start
of the spin and the outcome is approximately 4 s.

The high-reward task produced a mean (SD) net monetary win of
54.20 (11.90) euros [the highest net monetary win at single time-
point was 93.70 (4.50) euros around 30 min of scanning].The low-
reward task produced a mean result of !3.20 (8.10) euros (Fig. 1c).
Ranges of individual spin payouts were 0–20 euros in the high-
reward task and 0–16 euros in the low-reward task. To reduce vari-
ability in the results, the possibility to double the largest wins was re-
moved from the software (doubling option limit 2 !). Since gambling
speed and doubling varied from subject-to-subject, the gambling se-
quence was not identical between the subjects. However, the groups
did not differ in magnitude of the winnings in the high-reward task,
and all subjects had essentially similar net win slopes in both high-
reward [mean (SD) net wins at the end of the scan 55.70 (13.60)
euros in the control group and 52.60 (10.40) euros in pathological
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average (SD) 460 (44) individual games (spins) were played by the
subjects during one scanning session. Although pathological gamblers
played more spins (played faster) than controls [mean (SD) 483 (39)
in pathological gamblers and 437 (39) in controls, Pb0.001], their
winnings did not markedly differ from controls because of the pro-
gramming of the software.

Image preprocessing

External motion tracking was used to control group and stimulus
related differences in subject motion that might affect the outcome
of the PET measurement. There were no statistically signi!cant differ-
ences between the groups or stimulus conditions in the subject mo-
tion and >97% of the frames had within frame motion less than the
resolution of the scanner indicating good image quality (Supplemen-
tary material). Misalignments between PET sessions and between
frames in each session were compensated for by using a mutual infor-
mation algorithm in Statistical Parametric Mapping (SPM, Wellcome
Department of Cognitive Neurology, London, UK, http://www.!l.ion.
ucl.ac.uk/spm/).

Kinetic analysis

The simpli!ed reference tissue model (SRTM) (Lammertsma and
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applied in the quanti!cation of [11C]raclopride binding (BPND).
SRTM yields binding potential (BP) of [11C]raclopride through the
ratio at equilibrium of speci!cally bound radioligand to that of non-
displaceable radioligand in tissue, hence denoted as BPND (Innis et
al., 2007). Voxel-by-voxel maps of BPND were generated using the
basis functions method of Gunn et al. (1997).

For the voxel-wise SPM analysis, spatial normalization of the
movement corrected images to MNI space was carried out using a
[11C]raclopride template created from data set of healthy volunteers
(Haltia et al., 2007). Individual voxel-wise BPND images were
smoothed with a 10-mm Gaussian kernel (voxel size 2!2!2 mm3).
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to con!ne the analyses to the basal ganglia area.
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ucl.ac.uk/spm/).

Kinetic analysis

The simpli!ed reference tissue model (SRTM) (Lammertsma and
Hume, 1996) with cortex of the cerebellum as reference tissue was
applied in the quanti!cation of [11C]raclopride binding (BPND).
SRTM yields binding potential (BP) of [11C]raclopride through the
ratio at equilibrium of speci!cally bound radioligand to that of non-
displaceable radioligand in tissue, hence denoted as BPND (Innis et
al., 2007). Voxel-by-voxel maps of BPND were generated using the
basis functions method of Gunn et al. (1997).

For the voxel-wise SPM analysis, spatial normalization of the
movement corrected images to MNI space was carried out using a
[11C]raclopride template created from data set of healthy volunteers
(Haltia et al., 2007). Individual voxel-wise BPND images were
smoothed with a 10-mm Gaussian kernel (voxel size 2!2!2 mm3).
An average smoothed BPND image of the whole sample was calculat-
ed, and a binary mask with a threshold of BPND>0.75 was created
to con!ne the analyses to the basal ganglia area.

Regions of interest (ROIs) for extracting the time-activity course
(TAC) data were delineated with Imadeus (version 1.20, Forima Inc.,
Turku, Finland) individually for each subject using coregistered
brain MR images as a structural reference. ROIs were drawn

Fig. 1. Gambling tasks. Screen view of the gambling task (Double pot-slot machine), which was used for the high-reward and the low-reward tasks. b. Screen view of the senso-
rimotor control task. c. Mean net win curves of the high-reward task (upper two curves) and the low-reward task (lower two curves). Error bars indicate 95% con!dence intervals
at corresponding time-points. Blue = controls. Red = pathological gamblers. Note: the groups did not differ in net wins (rmANOVA group! time interaction F1,3=1.69, P=0.21,
and F1,3=1.77, P=0.16, for the high-reward and the low-reward tasks, respectively).
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gambling correlated with “high” (r=!0.47, P=0.02) (Fig. 3b),
“positive mood” (r=!0.52, P=0.01) and “alertness” (r=!0.43,
P=0.04) indicating higher positive mood and alertness with
higher dopamine release (cluster BPNDs, controls and gamblers
combined). In the low-reward scan, dopamine release was not as-
sociated with any of the behavioral ratings (r=!0.25 to 0.09,
P>0.28). Of the physiological measures (heart rate, RRsyst–diast),
heart rate task! time interaction was signi!cant (F=10.78,
df=2,42, Pb0.001) indicating accelerating heart rate during the
high-reward, and decelerating heart rate during the low-reward
scan, but no differences between the groups.

Addiction severity

In pathological gamblers, SOGS scores correlated positively with
dopamine release during high-reward (SOGS vs delta BPND r=
!0.59, P=0.04) (Fig. 3c), but not during low-reward (trend toward
the same direction, SOGS vs delta BPND r=!0.56, P=0.08). The pos-
itive correlation between high-reward dopamine release (negative

delta BPND) and SOGS score was con!rmed using the ROI data in the
right ventral striatum (SOGS vs delta BPND r=!0.78, P=0.003).

Control task dopamine receptor availability

There were no differences between the groups in the control task
BPNDs (rmANOVA group effect). No signi!cant correlations were seen
between control task dopamine receptor availability and SOGS score,
DSM-IV PG item score, duration of gambling problems, age at the be-
ginning of gambling problems or BDI score in pathological gamblers
(effect of age partialled out in the correlations).

Discussion

Our results indicate that basal ganglia dopamine is released during
gambling with wins correlating with hedonic measure, and a similar
effect is seen in gambling without net wins, which does not correlate
with hedonic measure. Here we use the term hedonia to indicate
pleasure, as captured by the terms ‘positive mood’ and ‘high’. Unex-
pectedly, there is no general difference in dopamine release between

Fig. 2. Dopamine release during gambling. The results of SPM repeated measures ANOVA analysis overlaid on the average T1 weighted MRI image of the studied sample. a, b. Areas
of decreased [11C]raclopride BPND with height threshold T1,41=3.30. Red-yellow scale bars indicate the corresponding T values. a. Condition effect, high-reward versus control scan,
statistical peak voxel at (!10 4 2), Tmax=5.71, cluster of 322 voxels=2576 mm3, FWE-corrected P=0.002. b. Condition effect (low-reward versus control scan), statistical peak
voxel at (!10 4 2), Tmax=4.68, cluster of 95 voxels=760 mm3, FWE-corrected P=0.043.

Fig. 3. Correlations of dopamine release during the high-reward scan. Positive correlation of dopamine release (relative change in binding potential between the control and the
high-reward scan, negative values indicate dopamine release) between high-reward and low-reward scans, r=0.76, Pb0.001 in the whole sample; r=0.74, P=0.01 in controls;
r=0.81, P=0.003 in pathological gamblers. b. Positive correlation between dopamine release and change in the rating of “high” in the reward scan, as indicated by negative cor-
relation between delta BPND and behavioral rating (BR) delta value of “High” [(BR15min+BR30min) /2!BR0min] r=!0.47, P=0.02 in the whole sample; r=!0.68, P=0.02 in con-
trols. c. Correlation between SOGS score and dopamine release during the high-reward scan in pathological gamblers, as indicated by negative correlation between delta BPND and
SOGS r=!0.59 P=0.04. Black line= regression line of the whole sample. Blue = controls. Red= pathological gamblers. Dashed line= line of equivalent dopamine release during
reward and no-reward (area under the line = greater dopamine release during reward than no-reward).
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The sensorimotor control task was to select button A or B when lit
on the screen together with sound signals, providing visual, auditory,
andmotor activationwithout gambling (Fig. 1b). For high-reward and
low-reward tasks, software from a commercial slot machine was used
including original sound effects (“Double pot”, Finnish Slot Machine
Association, Fig. 1a). Each participant was given 20 ! as their starting
bankroll (loaded in the program as the task started), and they were
instructed that, if they should lose the initial amount, it would be au-
tomatically reloaded by the slot machine, and that they could keep
the possible winnings without having to pay for the possible losses.

The normal payback rate of the commercial slot machine version
is approximately 93%. For the present study, the software was pro-
grammed differently for the two gambling tasks: 1) High-reward —
impossible to lose, certain winning, corresponding to a mean
payback rate of 371%, and 2) Low-reward — no marked net win or
loss, the net win curve remained around the initial amount during
the whole task (Fig. 1c). For the high-reward task, the aim of the pro-
gramming was to maximize the gambling “high” and dopamine re-
lease, and the program gave big wins especially during the !rst
25 min of gambling/scanning.

The gambling tasks were executed with an Adobe Flash (Adobe
Systems Inc, San Jose, CA, USA) version of the game. Instead of using
real randomness, speci!c C programswere generated for high-reward
and low-reward, which were interpreted by Adobe Flash. Gambling
with the “Double pot” slot machine requires very little skill; the ma-
chine has three spinning wheels with symbols with !ve win lines
and the possibility to attempt doubling the wins with a “coin "ip” but-
ton. Wins are indicated in a text in the display on top of the slot
machine, and are associated with the sound of coins dropping into a
container and a particular tune. The time interval between the start
of the spin and the outcome is approximately 4 s.

The high-reward task produced a mean (SD) net monetary win of
54.20 (11.90) euros [the highest net monetary win at single time-
point was 93.70 (4.50) euros around 30 min of scanning].The low-
reward task produced a mean result of !3.20 (8.10) euros (Fig. 1c).
Ranges of individual spin payouts were 0–20 euros in the high-
reward task and 0–16 euros in the low-reward task. To reduce vari-
ability in the results, the possibility to double the largest wins was re-
moved from the software (doubling option limit 2 !). Since gambling
speed and doubling varied from subject-to-subject, the gambling se-
quence was not identical between the subjects. However, the groups
did not differ in magnitude of the winnings in the high-reward task,
and all subjects had essentially similar net win slopes in both high-
reward [mean (SD) net wins at the end of the scan 55.70 (13.60)
euros in the control group and 52.60 (10.40) euros in pathological

gamblers, P=0.53] and low-reward [!5.80 (8.90) in controls and
!0.40 (6.40) in pathological gamblers, P=0.11] tasks (Fig. 1c). On
average (SD) 460 (44) individual games (spins) were played by the
subjects during one scanning session. Although pathological gamblers
played more spins (played faster) than controls [mean (SD) 483 (39)
in pathological gamblers and 437 (39) in controls, Pb0.001], their
winnings did not markedly differ from controls because of the pro-
gramming of the software.

Image preprocessing

External motion tracking was used to control group and stimulus
related differences in subject motion that might affect the outcome
of the PET measurement. There were no statistically signi!cant differ-
ences between the groups or stimulus conditions in the subject mo-
tion and >97% of the frames had within frame motion less than the
resolution of the scanner indicating good image quality (Supplemen-
tary material). Misalignments between PET sessions and between
frames in each session were compensated for by using a mutual infor-
mation algorithm in Statistical Parametric Mapping (SPM, Wellcome
Department of Cognitive Neurology, London, UK, http://www.!l.ion.
ucl.ac.uk/spm/).

Kinetic analysis

The simpli!ed reference tissue model (SRTM) (Lammertsma and
Hume, 1996) with cortex of the cerebellum as reference tissue was
applied in the quanti!cation of [11C]raclopride binding (BPND).
SRTM yields binding potential (BP) of [11C]raclopride through the
ratio at equilibrium of speci!cally bound radioligand to that of non-
displaceable radioligand in tissue, hence denoted as BPND (Innis et
al., 2007). Voxel-by-voxel maps of BPND were generated using the
basis functions method of Gunn et al. (1997).

For the voxel-wise SPM analysis, spatial normalization of the
movement corrected images to MNI space was carried out using a
[11C]raclopride template created from data set of healthy volunteers
(Haltia et al., 2007). Individual voxel-wise BPND images were
smoothed with a 10-mm Gaussian kernel (voxel size 2!2!2 mm3).
An average smoothed BPND image of the whole sample was calculat-
ed, and a binary mask with a threshold of BPND>0.75 was created
to con!ne the analyses to the basal ganglia area.

Regions of interest (ROIs) for extracting the time-activity course
(TAC) data were delineated with Imadeus (version 1.20, Forima Inc.,
Turku, Finland) individually for each subject using coregistered
brain MR images as a structural reference. ROIs were drawn

Fig. 1. Gambling tasks. Screen view of the gambling task (Double pot-slot machine), which was used for the high-reward and the low-reward tasks. b. Screen view of the senso-
rimotor control task. c. Mean net win curves of the high-reward task (upper two curves) and the low-reward task (lower two curves). Error bars indicate 95% con!dence intervals
at corresponding time-points. Blue = controls. Red = pathological gamblers. Note: the groups did not differ in net wins (rmANOVA group! time interaction F1,3=1.69, P=0.21,
and F1,3=1.77, P=0.16, for the high-reward and the low-reward tasks, respectively).
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The sensorimotor control task was to select button A or B when lit
on the screen together with sound signals, providing visual, auditory,
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including original sound effects (“Double pot”, Finnish Slot Machine
Association, Fig. 1a). Each participant was given 20 ! as their starting
bankroll (loaded in the program as the task started), and they were
instructed that, if they should lose the initial amount, it would be au-
tomatically reloaded by the slot machine, and that they could keep
the possible winnings without having to pay for the possible losses.

The normal payback rate of the commercial slot machine version
is approximately 93%. For the present study, the software was pro-
grammed differently for the two gambling tasks: 1) High-reward —
impossible to lose, certain winning, corresponding to a mean
payback rate of 371%, and 2) Low-reward — no marked net win or
loss, the net win curve remained around the initial amount during
the whole task (Fig. 1c). For the high-reward task, the aim of the pro-
gramming was to maximize the gambling “high” and dopamine re-
lease, and the program gave big wins especially during the !rst
25 min of gambling/scanning.

The gambling tasks were executed with an Adobe Flash (Adobe
Systems Inc, San Jose, CA, USA) version of the game. Instead of using
real randomness, speci!c C programswere generated for high-reward
and low-reward, which were interpreted by Adobe Flash. Gambling
with the “Double pot” slot machine requires very little skill; the ma-
chine has three spinning wheels with symbols with !ve win lines
and the possibility to attempt doubling the wins with a “coin "ip” but-
ton. Wins are indicated in a text in the display on top of the slot
machine, and are associated with the sound of coins dropping into a
container and a particular tune. The time interval between the start
of the spin and the outcome is approximately 4 s.

The high-reward task produced a mean (SD) net monetary win of
54.20 (11.90) euros [the highest net monetary win at single time-
point was 93.70 (4.50) euros around 30 min of scanning].The low-
reward task produced a mean result of !3.20 (8.10) euros (Fig. 1c).
Ranges of individual spin payouts were 0–20 euros in the high-
reward task and 0–16 euros in the low-reward task. To reduce vari-
ability in the results, the possibility to double the largest wins was re-
moved from the software (doubling option limit 2 !). Since gambling
speed and doubling varied from subject-to-subject, the gambling se-
quence was not identical between the subjects. However, the groups
did not differ in magnitude of the winnings in the high-reward task,
and all subjects had essentially similar net win slopes in both high-
reward [mean (SD) net wins at the end of the scan 55.70 (13.60)
euros in the control group and 52.60 (10.40) euros in pathological

gamblers, P=0.53] and low-reward [!5.80 (8.90) in controls and
!0.40 (6.40) in pathological gamblers, P=0.11] tasks (Fig. 1c). On
average (SD) 460 (44) individual games (spins) were played by the
subjects during one scanning session. Although pathological gamblers
played more spins (played faster) than controls [mean (SD) 483 (39)
in pathological gamblers and 437 (39) in controls, Pb0.001], their
winnings did not markedly differ from controls because of the pro-
gramming of the software.

Image preprocessing

External motion tracking was used to control group and stimulus
related differences in subject motion that might affect the outcome
of the PET measurement. There were no statistically signi!cant differ-
ences between the groups or stimulus conditions in the subject mo-
tion and >97% of the frames had within frame motion less than the
resolution of the scanner indicating good image quality (Supplemen-
tary material). Misalignments between PET sessions and between
frames in each session were compensated for by using a mutual infor-
mation algorithm in Statistical Parametric Mapping (SPM, Wellcome
Department of Cognitive Neurology, London, UK, http://www.!l.ion.
ucl.ac.uk/spm/).

Kinetic analysis

The simpli!ed reference tissue model (SRTM) (Lammertsma and
Hume, 1996) with cortex of the cerebellum as reference tissue was
applied in the quanti!cation of [11C]raclopride binding (BPND).
SRTM yields binding potential (BP) of [11C]raclopride through the
ratio at equilibrium of speci!cally bound radioligand to that of non-
displaceable radioligand in tissue, hence denoted as BPND (Innis et
al., 2007). Voxel-by-voxel maps of BPND were generated using the
basis functions method of Gunn et al. (1997).

For the voxel-wise SPM analysis, spatial normalization of the
movement corrected images to MNI space was carried out using a
[11C]raclopride template created from data set of healthy volunteers
(Haltia et al., 2007). Individual voxel-wise BPND images were
smoothed with a 10-mm Gaussian kernel (voxel size 2!2!2 mm3).
An average smoothed BPND image of the whole sample was calculat-
ed, and a binary mask with a threshold of BPND>0.75 was created
to con!ne the analyses to the basal ganglia area.

Regions of interest (ROIs) for extracting the time-activity course
(TAC) data were delineated with Imadeus (version 1.20, Forima Inc.,
Turku, Finland) individually for each subject using coregistered
brain MR images as a structural reference. ROIs were drawn

Fig. 1. Gambling tasks. Screen view of the gambling task (Double pot-slot machine), which was used for the high-reward and the low-reward tasks. b. Screen view of the senso-
rimotor control task. c. Mean net win curves of the high-reward task (upper two curves) and the low-reward task (lower two curves). Error bars indicate 95% con!dence intervals
at corresponding time-points. Blue = controls. Red = pathological gamblers. Note: the groups did not differ in net wins (rmANOVA group! time interaction F1,3=1.69, P=0.21,
and F1,3=1.77, P=0.16, for the high-reward and the low-reward tasks, respectively).
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Fiorilllo, Tobler & Schultz (2003). Science 299, 1898-1902 Dopamine response = R occured - R predicted
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(a) Risk and ambiguity as forms of uncertainty
In theories of choice under uncertainty used in social
sciences and behavioural ecology, the only variables
that should influence a choice are the judged prob-
abilities of possible outcomes and the evaluation of
those outcomes. However, the choices can vary greatly
in the level of information available to the decision
maker. The probability distributions of outcomes are
not always fully known, and confidence in judged
probability can vary widely. In some choices, such as
gambling on a roulette wheel, probability can be
confidently judged from relative frequencies, event
histories or an accepted theory. At the other extreme,
such as in weather forecasts for distant tourist
destinations, probabilities are based on meagre or
conflicting evidence, where important information is
clearly missing. These two forms of uncertainty are
often called risky and ambiguous, respectively. Stan-
dard expected utility theory, however, precludes agents
from acting differently in the face of risk and ambiguity:
even when probabilities are unknown, the agent may
still assign probabilities to all possible events before
making decisions; otherwise inconsistencies will affect
the agent’s decisions (Ellsberg 1961). Competing
theories view risk and ambiguity as two extremes of a
continuum of uncertainty or as two distinct forms of
uncertainty with possibly separate underlying neural
systems. It is noted that decision makers often have
only partial and changing information about probabil-
ities and thus operate by definition on ambiguous
outcomes until probabilities are fully established and
the definition of risk is fulfilled.

Risk denotes the degree of uncertainty inherent in
known probability distributions and can, in the first
degree, be expressed as variance (second moment of
probability distribution) or its square root, the standard
deviation (Markowitz 1952). Variance reflects the spread
of a distribution and indicates how far possible values are
away from the mathematical expectation of value
(expected value, the ‘mean’ of theprobability distribution
of values, defined as the sum of values multiplied by their
respective probabilities). Intuitively, ‘risk’ denotes how
much a decision maker in uncertain situations risks to
gain or lose relative to the knownmean possible outcome
(expected value of the known probability distribution).
Probability itself is not a monotonic measure for risk.
For example, in a two-outcome situation such as reward
versus no reward, outcome value increases linearly with
the probability of outcome, whereas risk is maximal at
pZ0.5 and decreases towards higher and lower prob-
abilities as it becomes increasingly certain that something
or nothing will be obtained (figure 1).

Ambiguity, in contrast to risk, refers to situations of
uncertainty in which we have only incomplete infor-
mation about the probability distributions. This occurs
typically when making weather predictions in regions of
the world we are not familiar with or betting in games
whose rules we fail to understand. In controlled
laboratory settings, ambiguity as opposed to risk can
be tested quantitatively in conditions of uncertainty by
withholding parts of information about probabilities.

Economic decision theories, such as expected utility
theory and prospect theory, build on the basic terms of
expected value and uncertainty and incorporate them

into the scalar decision variables of expected utility and
prospect, respectively (Von Neumann & Morgenstern
1944; Kahneman &Tversky 1979). Utility is defined as
the subjective value we design to objective outcome
values; it is measured in an objective manner by
behavioural preferences. Expected utility refers to the
mean of the probability distribution of utilities, defined
as the sum of utilities multiplied by their respective
probabilities. Many decision makers often show
gradually flattening, concave utility functions, indicat-
ing that the gains achieved by ever higher outcomes
become gradually less important. This decreasing
marginal utility leads to the aversion of risky outcomes,
as the potential losses loom larger than the gains.
However, behavioural attitudes towards uncertainty
are not identical across individuals and are not even
constant within the same individuals, as shown in
animal foraging (Caraco et al. 1980, 1990) and human
risk assessments (Weber & Milliman 1997). During
risk seeking, decision makers assign increasingly
greater utility to higher outcomes and show convex
utility functions. The gains from larger than mean
outcomes more than offset the losses incurred by
smaller than mean outcomes, thus encouraging the
choice of risky options. Thus uncertainty influences the
valuation of outcomes, and expected utility is not only
determined by the expected value of outcomes but also
by their variance. The dependence of expected utility
on variance is captured mathematically by the Taylor
series expansion of expected utility, which separates the
mathematical expectations of value (first moment)
from variance (second moment) and higher moments.
This is conceptualized in the mean variance approach
of financial decision theory and foraging theory
(Levy & Markowitz 1979; Stephens & Krebs 1986;
Huang & Litzenberger 1988). Ambiguity might have a
similar, and even stronger, influence on expected utility
compared with risk. Risk-averse people are typically
more willing to bet on risky rather than on ambiguous
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Figure 1. Expected reward and risk as a function of the
probability of reward. Expected reward, measured as math-
ematical expectation of reward, increases linearly with the
probability of reward p (dashed line). Expected reward is
minimal atpZ0 andmaximal atpZ1.Risk,measuredas reward
variance (or as its square root, standard deviation), follows an
invertedU function of probability and is minimal at pZ0 and 1
andmaximal atpZ0.5 (solid curve).Reprintedwithpermission
from Preuschoff et al. (2006). Copyrightq Cell Press.
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In theories of choice under uncertainty used in social
sciences and behavioural ecology, the only variables
that should influence a choice are the judged prob-
abilities of possible outcomes and the evaluation of
those outcomes. However, the choices can vary greatly
in the level of information available to the decision
maker. The probability distributions of outcomes are
not always fully known, and confidence in judged
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even when probabilities are unknown, the agent may
still assign probabilities to all possible events before
making decisions; otherwise inconsistencies will affect
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continuum of uncertainty or as two distinct forms of
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systems. It is noted that decision makers often have
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ities and thus operate by definition on ambiguous
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the definition of risk is fulfilled.
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degree, be expressed as variance (second moment of
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of a distribution and indicates how far possible values are
away from the mathematical expectation of value
(expected value, the ‘mean’ of theprobability distribution
of values, defined as the sum of values multiplied by their
respective probabilities). Intuitively, ‘risk’ denotes how
much a decision maker in uncertain situations risks to
gain or lose relative to the knownmean possible outcome
(expected value of the known probability distribution).
Probability itself is not a monotonic measure for risk.
For example, in a two-outcome situation such as reward
versus no reward, outcome value increases linearly with
the probability of outcome, whereas risk is maximal at
pZ0.5 and decreases towards higher and lower prob-
abilities as it becomes increasingly certain that something
or nothing will be obtained (figure 1).

Ambiguity, in contrast to risk, refers to situations of
uncertainty in which we have only incomplete infor-
mation about the probability distributions. This occurs
typically when making weather predictions in regions of
the world we are not familiar with or betting in games
whose rules we fail to understand. In controlled
laboratory settings, ambiguity as opposed to risk can
be tested quantitatively in conditions of uncertainty by
withholding parts of information about probabilities.

Economic decision theories, such as expected utility
theory and prospect theory, build on the basic terms of
expected value and uncertainty and incorporate them

into the scalar decision variables of expected utility and
prospect, respectively (Von Neumann & Morgenstern
1944; Kahneman &Tversky 1979). Utility is defined as
the subjective value we design to objective outcome
values; it is measured in an objective manner by
behavioural preferences. Expected utility refers to the
mean of the probability distribution of utilities, defined
as the sum of utilities multiplied by their respective
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gradually flattening, concave utility functions, indicat-
ing that the gains achieved by ever higher outcomes
become gradually less important. This decreasing
marginal utility leads to the aversion of risky outcomes,
as the potential losses loom larger than the gains.
However, behavioural attitudes towards uncertainty
are not identical across individuals and are not even
constant within the same individuals, as shown in
animal foraging (Caraco et al. 1980, 1990) and human
risk assessments (Weber & Milliman 1997). During
risk seeking, decision makers assign increasingly
greater utility to higher outcomes and show convex
utility functions. The gains from larger than mean
outcomes more than offset the losses incurred by
smaller than mean outcomes, thus encouraging the
choice of risky options. Thus uncertainty influences the
valuation of outcomes, and expected utility is not only
determined by the expected value of outcomes but also
by their variance. The dependence of expected utility
on variance is captured mathematically by the Taylor
series expansion of expected utility, which separates the
mathematical expectations of value (first moment)
from variance (second moment) and higher moments.
This is conceptualized in the mean variance approach
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Figure 1. Expected reward and risk as a function of the
probability of reward. Expected reward, measured as math-
ematical expectation of reward, increases linearly with the
probability of reward p (dashed line). Expected reward is
minimal atpZ0 andmaximal atpZ1.Risk,measuredas reward
variance (or as its square root, standard deviation), follows an
invertedU function of probability and is minimal at pZ0 and 1
andmaximal atpZ0.5 (solid curve).Reprintedwithpermission
from Preuschoff et al. (2006). Copyrightq Cell Press.
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did not, however, expect to be able to detect the precise
length of the respective responses, and hence, to differ-
entiate between phasic and sustained durations. We
therefore only focused on differentiation of the onset of
the signal: early [response (i)] versus later [response (ii)].

We next examined whether the activation we ob-
served conformed to the model of expected reward
and risk as specified in financial decision theory. We
tested the hypothesis that activation levels relate to re-
ward probability in the way that mathematical expecta-
tion of reward and reward variance relate to reward
probability (Figure 1B). We changed the specification
of our general linear model to compare activation levels
at different probabilities within the identified ROIs. To do
this, in the new model, one predictor for each individual
probability level replaces the predictors for expected
reward and risk in the old model.

Modulation of Anticipatory Period Activation
by Expected Reward
Over the initial subperiod (1 s) of the anticipatory period,
expected reward was highly correlated with activation
in putamen, ventral striatum, globus pallidus, anterior
cingulate cortex, midbrain, and other regions (Figure 2A;
Table S2). We also detected significant activation to ex-
pected reward during the subsequent subperiod (6 s) in
several foci in the cerebellum and medial temporal gy-
rus. Although our imaging sequence was not optimized
for frontal regions, we also found activation in medial
orbital gyrus and gyrus rectus (Table S3).

Based on our a priori hypothesis that subcortical
structures encoded expected reward as mathematical

expectation of reward, and hence, that activation in-
creased linearly in reward probability, we compared
the responses in ventral striatum and putamen for
each of the ten reward probabilities that arose as a result
of the number on card 1 (Figure 2B). Activation in bilat-
eral ventral striatum (L vst, R vst) and putamen (L put,
R put) showed a linear increase with increasing reward
probability; the best linear fit is highly significant and
explains a large proportion of the variance of the mean
activation levels (L vst: r2 = 0.87, p < 0.001; R vst: r2 =
0.66, p < 0.01; L put: r2 = 0.69, p < 0.01; R put: r2 = 0.7,
p < 0.01).

Modulation of Anticipatory Period Activation by Risk
During the second (6 s) subperiod of the anticipatory pe-
riod, risk was highly positively correlated with activation
in an area extending posterior to and bilateral from the
ventral striatum to the subthalamic nucleus as well as
mediodorsal thalamic nucleus, midbrain, and bilateral
anterior insula (Figure 3A). Risk was not significantly cor-
related over the initial (1 s) subperiod with activation in
any of the subcortical regions of interest except for mid-
brain. Instead, risk correlated significantly over this
subperiod with activation in the anterior insula and orbi-
tofrontal cortex (Table S4). As we are focusing on sub-
cortical structures, we do not elaborate here on the latter
finding.

Figure 2. Immediate Neural Correlates of Expected Reward

(A) Neural activations related to expected reward (immediate re-
sponse within 1 s of display of card 1). Bilateral activity in putamen
(L put, R put) and ventral striatum (L vst, R vst) correlates with the
probability of win, and hence, expected reward (random effects, p <
0.001). Neural responses are displayed in axial and coronal formats.
(B) Mean activations (parameter estimates b with standard error)
for ten probabilities. In both left and right ventral striatum (vst) and pu-
tamen (put) neural responses increase with increasing probability of
win. Dashed line indicates the best linear fit (L vst: r2 = 0.87,
p < 0.001; R vst: r2 = 0.66, p < 0.01; L put: r2 = 0.69, p < 0.01; R put:
r2 = 0.7, p < 0.01).
Error bars = SEM.

Figure 3. Delayed Neural Correlates of Risk

(A) Neural activations related to risk (delayed response, after 1 s of
display of card 1 and until display of card 2). Brain regions whose ac-
tivity correlates with reward variance, reflecting risk (random effects,
p < 0.001), include left and right ventral striatum (L vst, R vst) extend-
ing into the subthalamic nucleus, midbrain (mb), and mediodorsal
thalamic nucleus (md).
(B) Mean activations (parameter estimates b with standard error) for
ten probabilities. Neural responses in regions displayed in (A) in-
crease toward medium probabilities and decrease toward low and
high probabilities. Dashed lines indicate best quadratic fit (L vst:
r2 = 0.89, p < 0.001; R vst: r2 = 0.88, p < 0.001; mb: r2 = 0.84, p <
0.001; md: r2 = 0.80, p < 0.001). Across all four regions, the quadratic
fit is significantly better than a model that predicts low activation at
p = 0,1 and high activation for p s 0,1 (p < 0.001; results for individual
brain regions:L vst:p < 0.01; R vst: p < 0.01; mb:p < 0.01; md:p = 0.01).
Red data points (asterisks) at p = 0.5 indicate late-onset activation
levels between the time of bet and card 1 when risk is maximal. Error
bars = SEM.
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did not, however, expect to be able to detect the precise
length of the respective responses, and hence, to differ-
entiate between phasic and sustained durations. We
therefore only focused on differentiation of the onset of
the signal: early [response (i)] versus later [response (ii)].

We next examined whether the activation we ob-
served conformed to the model of expected reward
and risk as specified in financial decision theory. We
tested the hypothesis that activation levels relate to re-
ward probability in the way that mathematical expecta-
tion of reward and reward variance relate to reward
probability (Figure 1B). We changed the specification
of our general linear model to compare activation levels
at different probabilities within the identified ROIs. To do
this, in the new model, one predictor for each individual
probability level replaces the predictors for expected
reward and risk in the old model.

Modulation of Anticipatory Period Activation
by Expected Reward
Over the initial subperiod (1 s) of the anticipatory period,
expected reward was highly correlated with activation
in putamen, ventral striatum, globus pallidus, anterior
cingulate cortex, midbrain, and other regions (Figure 2A;
Table S2). We also detected significant activation to ex-
pected reward during the subsequent subperiod (6 s) in
several foci in the cerebellum and medial temporal gy-
rus. Although our imaging sequence was not optimized
for frontal regions, we also found activation in medial
orbital gyrus and gyrus rectus (Table S3).

Based on our a priori hypothesis that subcortical
structures encoded expected reward as mathematical

expectation of reward, and hence, that activation in-
creased linearly in reward probability, we compared
the responses in ventral striatum and putamen for
each of the ten reward probabilities that arose as a result
of the number on card 1 (Figure 2B). Activation in bilat-
eral ventral striatum (L vst, R vst) and putamen (L put,
R put) showed a linear increase with increasing reward
probability; the best linear fit is highly significant and
explains a large proportion of the variance of the mean
activation levels (L vst: r2 = 0.87, p < 0.001; R vst: r2 =
0.66, p < 0.01; L put: r2 = 0.69, p < 0.01; R put: r2 = 0.7,
p < 0.01).

Modulation of Anticipatory Period Activation by Risk
During the second (6 s) subperiod of the anticipatory pe-
riod, risk was highly positively correlated with activation
in an area extending posterior to and bilateral from the
ventral striatum to the subthalamic nucleus as well as
mediodorsal thalamic nucleus, midbrain, and bilateral
anterior insula (Figure 3A). Risk was not significantly cor-
related over the initial (1 s) subperiod with activation in
any of the subcortical regions of interest except for mid-
brain. Instead, risk correlated significantly over this
subperiod with activation in the anterior insula and orbi-
tofrontal cortex (Table S4). As we are focusing on sub-
cortical structures, we do not elaborate here on the latter
finding.

Figure 2. Immediate Neural Correlates of Expected Reward

(A) Neural activations related to expected reward (immediate re-
sponse within 1 s of display of card 1). Bilateral activity in putamen
(L put, R put) and ventral striatum (L vst, R vst) correlates with the
probability of win, and hence, expected reward (random effects, p <
0.001). Neural responses are displayed in axial and coronal formats.
(B) Mean activations (parameter estimates b with standard error)
for ten probabilities. In both left and right ventral striatum (vst) and pu-
tamen (put) neural responses increase with increasing probability of
win. Dashed line indicates the best linear fit (L vst: r2 = 0.87,
p < 0.001; R vst: r2 = 0.66, p < 0.01; L put: r2 = 0.69, p < 0.01; R put:
r2 = 0.7, p < 0.01).
Error bars = SEM.

Figure 3. Delayed Neural Correlates of Risk

(A) Neural activations related to risk (delayed response, after 1 s of
display of card 1 and until display of card 2). Brain regions whose ac-
tivity correlates with reward variance, reflecting risk (random effects,
p < 0.001), include left and right ventral striatum (L vst, R vst) extend-
ing into the subthalamic nucleus, midbrain (mb), and mediodorsal
thalamic nucleus (md).
(B) Mean activations (parameter estimates b with standard error) for
ten probabilities. Neural responses in regions displayed in (A) in-
crease toward medium probabilities and decrease toward low and
high probabilities. Dashed lines indicate best quadratic fit (L vst:
r2 = 0.89, p < 0.001; R vst: r2 = 0.88, p < 0.001; mb: r2 = 0.84, p <
0.001; md: r2 = 0.80, p < 0.001). Across all four regions, the quadratic
fit is significantly better than a model that predicts low activation at
p = 0,1 and high activation for p s 0,1 (p < 0.001; results for individual
brain regions:L vst:p < 0.01; R vst: p < 0.01; mb:p < 0.01; md:p = 0.01).
Red data points (asterisks) at p = 0.5 indicate late-onset activation
levels between the time of bet and card 1 when risk is maximal. Error
bars = SEM.
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(a) Risk and ambiguity as forms of uncertainty
In theories of choice under uncertainty used in social
sciences and behavioural ecology, the only variables
that should influence a choice are the judged prob-
abilities of possible outcomes and the evaluation of
those outcomes. However, the choices can vary greatly
in the level of information available to the decision
maker. The probability distributions of outcomes are
not always fully known, and confidence in judged
probability can vary widely. In some choices, such as
gambling on a roulette wheel, probability can be
confidently judged from relative frequencies, event
histories or an accepted theory. At the other extreme,
such as in weather forecasts for distant tourist
destinations, probabilities are based on meagre or
conflicting evidence, where important information is
clearly missing. These two forms of uncertainty are
often called risky and ambiguous, respectively. Stan-
dard expected utility theory, however, precludes agents
from acting differently in the face of risk and ambiguity:
even when probabilities are unknown, the agent may
still assign probabilities to all possible events before
making decisions; otherwise inconsistencies will affect
the agent’s decisions (Ellsberg 1961). Competing
theories view risk and ambiguity as two extremes of a
continuum of uncertainty or as two distinct forms of
uncertainty with possibly separate underlying neural
systems. It is noted that decision makers often have
only partial and changing information about probabil-
ities and thus operate by definition on ambiguous
outcomes until probabilities are fully established and
the definition of risk is fulfilled.

Risk denotes the degree of uncertainty inherent in
known probability distributions and can, in the first
degree, be expressed as variance (second moment of
probability distribution) or its square root, the standard
deviation (Markowitz 1952). Variance reflects the spread
of a distribution and indicates how far possible values are
away from the mathematical expectation of value
(expected value, the ‘mean’ of theprobability distribution
of values, defined as the sum of values multiplied by their
respective probabilities). Intuitively, ‘risk’ denotes how
much a decision maker in uncertain situations risks to
gain or lose relative to the knownmean possible outcome
(expected value of the known probability distribution).
Probability itself is not a monotonic measure for risk.
For example, in a two-outcome situation such as reward
versus no reward, outcome value increases linearly with
the probability of outcome, whereas risk is maximal at
pZ0.5 and decreases towards higher and lower prob-
abilities as it becomes increasingly certain that something
or nothing will be obtained (figure 1).

Ambiguity, in contrast to risk, refers to situations of
uncertainty in which we have only incomplete infor-
mation about the probability distributions. This occurs
typically when making weather predictions in regions of
the world we are not familiar with or betting in games
whose rules we fail to understand. In controlled
laboratory settings, ambiguity as opposed to risk can
be tested quantitatively in conditions of uncertainty by
withholding parts of information about probabilities.

Economic decision theories, such as expected utility
theory and prospect theory, build on the basic terms of
expected value and uncertainty and incorporate them

into the scalar decision variables of expected utility and
prospect, respectively (Von Neumann & Morgenstern
1944; Kahneman &Tversky 1979). Utility is defined as
the subjective value we design to objective outcome
values; it is measured in an objective manner by
behavioural preferences. Expected utility refers to the
mean of the probability distribution of utilities, defined
as the sum of utilities multiplied by their respective
probabilities. Many decision makers often show
gradually flattening, concave utility functions, indicat-
ing that the gains achieved by ever higher outcomes
become gradually less important. This decreasing
marginal utility leads to the aversion of risky outcomes,
as the potential losses loom larger than the gains.
However, behavioural attitudes towards uncertainty
are not identical across individuals and are not even
constant within the same individuals, as shown in
animal foraging (Caraco et al. 1980, 1990) and human
risk assessments (Weber & Milliman 1997). During
risk seeking, decision makers assign increasingly
greater utility to higher outcomes and show convex
utility functions. The gains from larger than mean
outcomes more than offset the losses incurred by
smaller than mean outcomes, thus encouraging the
choice of risky options. Thus uncertainty influences the
valuation of outcomes, and expected utility is not only
determined by the expected value of outcomes but also
by their variance. The dependence of expected utility
on variance is captured mathematically by the Taylor
series expansion of expected utility, which separates the
mathematical expectations of value (first moment)
from variance (second moment) and higher moments.
This is conceptualized in the mean variance approach
of financial decision theory and foraging theory
(Levy & Markowitz 1979; Stephens & Krebs 1986;
Huang & Litzenberger 1988). Ambiguity might have a
similar, and even stronger, influence on expected utility
compared with risk. Risk-averse people are typically
more willing to bet on risky rather than on ambiguous
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Figure 1. Expected reward and risk as a function of the
probability of reward. Expected reward, measured as math-
ematical expectation of reward, increases linearly with the
probability of reward p (dashed line). Expected reward is
minimal atpZ0 andmaximal atpZ1.Risk,measuredas reward
variance (or as its square root, standard deviation), follows an
invertedU function of probability and is minimal at pZ0 and 1
andmaximal atpZ0.5 (solid curve).Reprintedwithpermission
from Preuschoff et al. (2006). Copyrightq Cell Press.
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did not, however, expect to be able to detect the precise
length of the respective responses, and hence, to differ-
entiate between phasic and sustained durations. We
therefore only focused on differentiation of the onset of
the signal: early [response (i)] versus later [response (ii)].

We next examined whether the activation we ob-
served conformed to the model of expected reward
and risk as specified in financial decision theory. We
tested the hypothesis that activation levels relate to re-
ward probability in the way that mathematical expecta-
tion of reward and reward variance relate to reward
probability (Figure 1B). We changed the specification
of our general linear model to compare activation levels
at different probabilities within the identified ROIs. To do
this, in the new model, one predictor for each individual
probability level replaces the predictors for expected
reward and risk in the old model.

Modulation of Anticipatory Period Activation
by Expected Reward
Over the initial subperiod (1 s) of the anticipatory period,
expected reward was highly correlated with activation
in putamen, ventral striatum, globus pallidus, anterior
cingulate cortex, midbrain, and other regions (Figure 2A;
Table S2). We also detected significant activation to ex-
pected reward during the subsequent subperiod (6 s) in
several foci in the cerebellum and medial temporal gy-
rus. Although our imaging sequence was not optimized
for frontal regions, we also found activation in medial
orbital gyrus and gyrus rectus (Table S3).

Based on our a priori hypothesis that subcortical
structures encoded expected reward as mathematical

expectation of reward, and hence, that activation in-
creased linearly in reward probability, we compared
the responses in ventral striatum and putamen for
each of the ten reward probabilities that arose as a result
of the number on card 1 (Figure 2B). Activation in bilat-
eral ventral striatum (L vst, R vst) and putamen (L put,
R put) showed a linear increase with increasing reward
probability; the best linear fit is highly significant and
explains a large proportion of the variance of the mean
activation levels (L vst: r2 = 0.87, p < 0.001; R vst: r2 =
0.66, p < 0.01; L put: r2 = 0.69, p < 0.01; R put: r2 = 0.7,
p < 0.01).

Modulation of Anticipatory Period Activation by Risk
During the second (6 s) subperiod of the anticipatory pe-
riod, risk was highly positively correlated with activation
in an area extending posterior to and bilateral from the
ventral striatum to the subthalamic nucleus as well as
mediodorsal thalamic nucleus, midbrain, and bilateral
anterior insula (Figure 3A). Risk was not significantly cor-
related over the initial (1 s) subperiod with activation in
any of the subcortical regions of interest except for mid-
brain. Instead, risk correlated significantly over this
subperiod with activation in the anterior insula and orbi-
tofrontal cortex (Table S4). As we are focusing on sub-
cortical structures, we do not elaborate here on the latter
finding.

Figure 2. Immediate Neural Correlates of Expected Reward

(A) Neural activations related to expected reward (immediate re-
sponse within 1 s of display of card 1). Bilateral activity in putamen
(L put, R put) and ventral striatum (L vst, R vst) correlates with the
probability of win, and hence, expected reward (random effects, p <
0.001). Neural responses are displayed in axial and coronal formats.
(B) Mean activations (parameter estimates b with standard error)
for ten probabilities. In both left and right ventral striatum (vst) and pu-
tamen (put) neural responses increase with increasing probability of
win. Dashed line indicates the best linear fit (L vst: r2 = 0.87,
p < 0.001; R vst: r2 = 0.66, p < 0.01; L put: r2 = 0.69, p < 0.01; R put:
r2 = 0.7, p < 0.01).
Error bars = SEM.

Figure 3. Delayed Neural Correlates of Risk

(A) Neural activations related to risk (delayed response, after 1 s of
display of card 1 and until display of card 2). Brain regions whose ac-
tivity correlates with reward variance, reflecting risk (random effects,
p < 0.001), include left and right ventral striatum (L vst, R vst) extend-
ing into the subthalamic nucleus, midbrain (mb), and mediodorsal
thalamic nucleus (md).
(B) Mean activations (parameter estimates b with standard error) for
ten probabilities. Neural responses in regions displayed in (A) in-
crease toward medium probabilities and decrease toward low and
high probabilities. Dashed lines indicate best quadratic fit (L vst:
r2 = 0.89, p < 0.001; R vst: r2 = 0.88, p < 0.001; mb: r2 = 0.84, p <
0.001; md: r2 = 0.80, p < 0.001). Across all four regions, the quadratic
fit is significantly better than a model that predicts low activation at
p = 0,1 and high activation for p s 0,1 (p < 0.001; results for individual
brain regions:L vst:p < 0.01; R vst: p < 0.01; mb:p < 0.01; md:p = 0.01).
Red data points (asterisks) at p = 0.5 indicate late-onset activation
levels between the time of bet and card 1 when risk is maximal. Error
bars = SEM.
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(a) Risk and ambiguity as forms of uncertainty
In theories of choice under uncertainty used in social
sciences and behavioural ecology, the only variables
that should influence a choice are the judged prob-
abilities of possible outcomes and the evaluation of
those outcomes. However, the choices can vary greatly
in the level of information available to the decision
maker. The probability distributions of outcomes are
not always fully known, and confidence in judged
probability can vary widely. In some choices, such as
gambling on a roulette wheel, probability can be
confidently judged from relative frequencies, event
histories or an accepted theory. At the other extreme,
such as in weather forecasts for distant tourist
destinations, probabilities are based on meagre or
conflicting evidence, where important information is
clearly missing. These two forms of uncertainty are
often called risky and ambiguous, respectively. Stan-
dard expected utility theory, however, precludes agents
from acting differently in the face of risk and ambiguity:
even when probabilities are unknown, the agent may
still assign probabilities to all possible events before
making decisions; otherwise inconsistencies will affect
the agent’s decisions (Ellsberg 1961). Competing
theories view risk and ambiguity as two extremes of a
continuum of uncertainty or as two distinct forms of
uncertainty with possibly separate underlying neural
systems. It is noted that decision makers often have
only partial and changing information about probabil-
ities and thus operate by definition on ambiguous
outcomes until probabilities are fully established and
the definition of risk is fulfilled.

Risk denotes the degree of uncertainty inherent in
known probability distributions and can, in the first
degree, be expressed as variance (second moment of
probability distribution) or its square root, the standard
deviation (Markowitz 1952). Variance reflects the spread
of a distribution and indicates how far possible values are
away from the mathematical expectation of value
(expected value, the ‘mean’ of theprobability distribution
of values, defined as the sum of values multiplied by their
respective probabilities). Intuitively, ‘risk’ denotes how
much a decision maker in uncertain situations risks to
gain or lose relative to the knownmean possible outcome
(expected value of the known probability distribution).
Probability itself is not a monotonic measure for risk.
For example, in a two-outcome situation such as reward
versus no reward, outcome value increases linearly with
the probability of outcome, whereas risk is maximal at
pZ0.5 and decreases towards higher and lower prob-
abilities as it becomes increasingly certain that something
or nothing will be obtained (figure 1).

Ambiguity, in contrast to risk, refers to situations of
uncertainty in which we have only incomplete infor-
mation about the probability distributions. This occurs
typically when making weather predictions in regions of
the world we are not familiar with or betting in games
whose rules we fail to understand. In controlled
laboratory settings, ambiguity as opposed to risk can
be tested quantitatively in conditions of uncertainty by
withholding parts of information about probabilities.

Economic decision theories, such as expected utility
theory and prospect theory, build on the basic terms of
expected value and uncertainty and incorporate them

into the scalar decision variables of expected utility and
prospect, respectively (Von Neumann & Morgenstern
1944; Kahneman &Tversky 1979). Utility is defined as
the subjective value we design to objective outcome
values; it is measured in an objective manner by
behavioural preferences. Expected utility refers to the
mean of the probability distribution of utilities, defined
as the sum of utilities multiplied by their respective
probabilities. Many decision makers often show
gradually flattening, concave utility functions, indicat-
ing that the gains achieved by ever higher outcomes
become gradually less important. This decreasing
marginal utility leads to the aversion of risky outcomes,
as the potential losses loom larger than the gains.
However, behavioural attitudes towards uncertainty
are not identical across individuals and are not even
constant within the same individuals, as shown in
animal foraging (Caraco et al. 1980, 1990) and human
risk assessments (Weber & Milliman 1997). During
risk seeking, decision makers assign increasingly
greater utility to higher outcomes and show convex
utility functions. The gains from larger than mean
outcomes more than offset the losses incurred by
smaller than mean outcomes, thus encouraging the
choice of risky options. Thus uncertainty influences the
valuation of outcomes, and expected utility is not only
determined by the expected value of outcomes but also
by their variance. The dependence of expected utility
on variance is captured mathematically by the Taylor
series expansion of expected utility, which separates the
mathematical expectations of value (first moment)
from variance (second moment) and higher moments.
This is conceptualized in the mean variance approach
of financial decision theory and foraging theory
(Levy & Markowitz 1979; Stephens & Krebs 1986;
Huang & Litzenberger 1988). Ambiguity might have a
similar, and even stronger, influence on expected utility
compared with risk. Risk-averse people are typically
more willing to bet on risky rather than on ambiguous
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Figure 1. Expected reward and risk as a function of the
probability of reward. Expected reward, measured as math-
ematical expectation of reward, increases linearly with the
probability of reward p (dashed line). Expected reward is
minimal atpZ0 andmaximal atpZ1.Risk,measuredas reward
variance (or as its square root, standard deviation), follows an
invertedU function of probability and is minimal at pZ0 and 1
andmaximal atpZ0.5 (solid curve).Reprintedwithpermission
from Preuschoff et al. (2006). Copyrightq Cell Press.
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did not, however, expect to be able to detect the precise
length of the respective responses, and hence, to differ-
entiate between phasic and sustained durations. We
therefore only focused on differentiation of the onset of
the signal: early [response (i)] versus later [response (ii)].

We next examined whether the activation we ob-
served conformed to the model of expected reward
and risk as specified in financial decision theory. We
tested the hypothesis that activation levels relate to re-
ward probability in the way that mathematical expecta-
tion of reward and reward variance relate to reward
probability (Figure 1B). We changed the specification
of our general linear model to compare activation levels
at different probabilities within the identified ROIs. To do
this, in the new model, one predictor for each individual
probability level replaces the predictors for expected
reward and risk in the old model.

Modulation of Anticipatory Period Activation
by Expected Reward
Over the initial subperiod (1 s) of the anticipatory period,
expected reward was highly correlated with activation
in putamen, ventral striatum, globus pallidus, anterior
cingulate cortex, midbrain, and other regions (Figure 2A;
Table S2). We also detected significant activation to ex-
pected reward during the subsequent subperiod (6 s) in
several foci in the cerebellum and medial temporal gy-
rus. Although our imaging sequence was not optimized
for frontal regions, we also found activation in medial
orbital gyrus and gyrus rectus (Table S3).

Based on our a priori hypothesis that subcortical
structures encoded expected reward as mathematical

expectation of reward, and hence, that activation in-
creased linearly in reward probability, we compared
the responses in ventral striatum and putamen for
each of the ten reward probabilities that arose as a result
of the number on card 1 (Figure 2B). Activation in bilat-
eral ventral striatum (L vst, R vst) and putamen (L put,
R put) showed a linear increase with increasing reward
probability; the best linear fit is highly significant and
explains a large proportion of the variance of the mean
activation levels (L vst: r2 = 0.87, p < 0.001; R vst: r2 =
0.66, p < 0.01; L put: r2 = 0.69, p < 0.01; R put: r2 = 0.7,
p < 0.01).

Modulation of Anticipatory Period Activation by Risk
During the second (6 s) subperiod of the anticipatory pe-
riod, risk was highly positively correlated with activation
in an area extending posterior to and bilateral from the
ventral striatum to the subthalamic nucleus as well as
mediodorsal thalamic nucleus, midbrain, and bilateral
anterior insula (Figure 3A). Risk was not significantly cor-
related over the initial (1 s) subperiod with activation in
any of the subcortical regions of interest except for mid-
brain. Instead, risk correlated significantly over this
subperiod with activation in the anterior insula and orbi-
tofrontal cortex (Table S4). As we are focusing on sub-
cortical structures, we do not elaborate here on the latter
finding.

Figure 2. Immediate Neural Correlates of Expected Reward

(A) Neural activations related to expected reward (immediate re-
sponse within 1 s of display of card 1). Bilateral activity in putamen
(L put, R put) and ventral striatum (L vst, R vst) correlates with the
probability of win, and hence, expected reward (random effects, p <
0.001). Neural responses are displayed in axial and coronal formats.
(B) Mean activations (parameter estimates b with standard error)
for ten probabilities. In both left and right ventral striatum (vst) and pu-
tamen (put) neural responses increase with increasing probability of
win. Dashed line indicates the best linear fit (L vst: r2 = 0.87,
p < 0.001; R vst: r2 = 0.66, p < 0.01; L put: r2 = 0.69, p < 0.01; R put:
r2 = 0.7, p < 0.01).
Error bars = SEM.

Figure 3. Delayed Neural Correlates of Risk

(A) Neural activations related to risk (delayed response, after 1 s of
display of card 1 and until display of card 2). Brain regions whose ac-
tivity correlates with reward variance, reflecting risk (random effects,
p < 0.001), include left and right ventral striatum (L vst, R vst) extend-
ing into the subthalamic nucleus, midbrain (mb), and mediodorsal
thalamic nucleus (md).
(B) Mean activations (parameter estimates b with standard error) for
ten probabilities. Neural responses in regions displayed in (A) in-
crease toward medium probabilities and decrease toward low and
high probabilities. Dashed lines indicate best quadratic fit (L vst:
r2 = 0.89, p < 0.001; R vst: r2 = 0.88, p < 0.001; mb: r2 = 0.84, p <
0.001; md: r2 = 0.80, p < 0.001). Across all four regions, the quadratic
fit is significantly better than a model that predicts low activation at
p = 0,1 and high activation for p s 0,1 (p < 0.001; results for individual
brain regions:L vst:p < 0.01; R vst: p < 0.01; mb:p < 0.01; md:p = 0.01).
Red data points (asterisks) at p = 0.5 indicate late-onset activation
levels between the time of bet and card 1 when risk is maximal. Error
bars = SEM.
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P = advantageous decisions / total decisions

P = 0.5, variance = 0.5(1–0.5) = 0.25
P = 0.2, variance = 0.2(1–0.2) = 0.16
P = 0.8, variance = 0.8(1–0.8) = 0.16

Variance = (1-P) P



(a) Risk and ambiguity as forms of uncertainty
In theories of choice under uncertainty used in social
sciences and behavioural ecology, the only variables
that should influence a choice are the judged prob-
abilities of possible outcomes and the evaluation of
those outcomes. However, the choices can vary greatly
in the level of information available to the decision
maker. The probability distributions of outcomes are
not always fully known, and confidence in judged
probability can vary widely. In some choices, such as
gambling on a roulette wheel, probability can be
confidently judged from relative frequencies, event
histories or an accepted theory. At the other extreme,
such as in weather forecasts for distant tourist
destinations, probabilities are based on meagre or
conflicting evidence, where important information is
clearly missing. These two forms of uncertainty are
often called risky and ambiguous, respectively. Stan-
dard expected utility theory, however, precludes agents
from acting differently in the face of risk and ambiguity:
even when probabilities are unknown, the agent may
still assign probabilities to all possible events before
making decisions; otherwise inconsistencies will affect
the agent’s decisions (Ellsberg 1961). Competing
theories view risk and ambiguity as two extremes of a
continuum of uncertainty or as two distinct forms of
uncertainty with possibly separate underlying neural
systems. It is noted that decision makers often have
only partial and changing information about probabil-
ities and thus operate by definition on ambiguous
outcomes until probabilities are fully established and
the definition of risk is fulfilled.

Risk denotes the degree of uncertainty inherent in
known probability distributions and can, in the first
degree, be expressed as variance (second moment of
probability distribution) or its square root, the standard
deviation (Markowitz 1952). Variance reflects the spread
of a distribution and indicates how far possible values are
away from the mathematical expectation of value
(expected value, the ‘mean’ of theprobability distribution
of values, defined as the sum of values multiplied by their
respective probabilities). Intuitively, ‘risk’ denotes how
much a decision maker in uncertain situations risks to
gain or lose relative to the knownmean possible outcome
(expected value of the known probability distribution).
Probability itself is not a monotonic measure for risk.
For example, in a two-outcome situation such as reward
versus no reward, outcome value increases linearly with
the probability of outcome, whereas risk is maximal at
pZ0.5 and decreases towards higher and lower prob-
abilities as it becomes increasingly certain that something
or nothing will be obtained (figure 1).

Ambiguity, in contrast to risk, refers to situations of
uncertainty in which we have only incomplete infor-
mation about the probability distributions. This occurs
typically when making weather predictions in regions of
the world we are not familiar with or betting in games
whose rules we fail to understand. In controlled
laboratory settings, ambiguity as opposed to risk can
be tested quantitatively in conditions of uncertainty by
withholding parts of information about probabilities.

Economic decision theories, such as expected utility
theory and prospect theory, build on the basic terms of
expected value and uncertainty and incorporate them

into the scalar decision variables of expected utility and
prospect, respectively (Von Neumann & Morgenstern
1944; Kahneman &Tversky 1979). Utility is defined as
the subjective value we design to objective outcome
values; it is measured in an objective manner by
behavioural preferences. Expected utility refers to the
mean of the probability distribution of utilities, defined
as the sum of utilities multiplied by their respective
probabilities. Many decision makers often show
gradually flattening, concave utility functions, indicat-
ing that the gains achieved by ever higher outcomes
become gradually less important. This decreasing
marginal utility leads to the aversion of risky outcomes,
as the potential losses loom larger than the gains.
However, behavioural attitudes towards uncertainty
are not identical across individuals and are not even
constant within the same individuals, as shown in
animal foraging (Caraco et al. 1980, 1990) and human
risk assessments (Weber & Milliman 1997). During
risk seeking, decision makers assign increasingly
greater utility to higher outcomes and show convex
utility functions. The gains from larger than mean
outcomes more than offset the losses incurred by
smaller than mean outcomes, thus encouraging the
choice of risky options. Thus uncertainty influences the
valuation of outcomes, and expected utility is not only
determined by the expected value of outcomes but also
by their variance. The dependence of expected utility
on variance is captured mathematically by the Taylor
series expansion of expected utility, which separates the
mathematical expectations of value (first moment)
from variance (second moment) and higher moments.
This is conceptualized in the mean variance approach
of financial decision theory and foraging theory
(Levy & Markowitz 1979; Stephens & Krebs 1986;
Huang & Litzenberger 1988). Ambiguity might have a
similar, and even stronger, influence on expected utility
compared with risk. Risk-averse people are typically
more willing to bet on risky rather than on ambiguous
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Figure 1. Expected reward and risk as a function of the
probability of reward. Expected reward, measured as math-
ematical expectation of reward, increases linearly with the
probability of reward p (dashed line). Expected reward is
minimal atpZ0 andmaximal atpZ1.Risk,measuredas reward
variance (or as its square root, standard deviation), follows an
invertedU function of probability and is minimal at pZ0 and 1
andmaximal atpZ0.5 (solid curve).Reprintedwithpermission
from Preuschoff et al. (2006). Copyrightq Cell Press.
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did not, however, expect to be able to detect the precise
length of the respective responses, and hence, to differ-
entiate between phasic and sustained durations. We
therefore only focused on differentiation of the onset of
the signal: early [response (i)] versus later [response (ii)].

We next examined whether the activation we ob-
served conformed to the model of expected reward
and risk as specified in financial decision theory. We
tested the hypothesis that activation levels relate to re-
ward probability in the way that mathematical expecta-
tion of reward and reward variance relate to reward
probability (Figure 1B). We changed the specification
of our general linear model to compare activation levels
at different probabilities within the identified ROIs. To do
this, in the new model, one predictor for each individual
probability level replaces the predictors for expected
reward and risk in the old model.

Modulation of Anticipatory Period Activation
by Expected Reward
Over the initial subperiod (1 s) of the anticipatory period,
expected reward was highly correlated with activation
in putamen, ventral striatum, globus pallidus, anterior
cingulate cortex, midbrain, and other regions (Figure 2A;
Table S2). We also detected significant activation to ex-
pected reward during the subsequent subperiod (6 s) in
several foci in the cerebellum and medial temporal gy-
rus. Although our imaging sequence was not optimized
for frontal regions, we also found activation in medial
orbital gyrus and gyrus rectus (Table S3).

Based on our a priori hypothesis that subcortical
structures encoded expected reward as mathematical

expectation of reward, and hence, that activation in-
creased linearly in reward probability, we compared
the responses in ventral striatum and putamen for
each of the ten reward probabilities that arose as a result
of the number on card 1 (Figure 2B). Activation in bilat-
eral ventral striatum (L vst, R vst) and putamen (L put,
R put) showed a linear increase with increasing reward
probability; the best linear fit is highly significant and
explains a large proportion of the variance of the mean
activation levels (L vst: r2 = 0.87, p < 0.001; R vst: r2 =
0.66, p < 0.01; L put: r2 = 0.69, p < 0.01; R put: r2 = 0.7,
p < 0.01).

Modulation of Anticipatory Period Activation by Risk
During the second (6 s) subperiod of the anticipatory pe-
riod, risk was highly positively correlated with activation
in an area extending posterior to and bilateral from the
ventral striatum to the subthalamic nucleus as well as
mediodorsal thalamic nucleus, midbrain, and bilateral
anterior insula (Figure 3A). Risk was not significantly cor-
related over the initial (1 s) subperiod with activation in
any of the subcortical regions of interest except for mid-
brain. Instead, risk correlated significantly over this
subperiod with activation in the anterior insula and orbi-
tofrontal cortex (Table S4). As we are focusing on sub-
cortical structures, we do not elaborate here on the latter
finding.

Figure 2. Immediate Neural Correlates of Expected Reward

(A) Neural activations related to expected reward (immediate re-
sponse within 1 s of display of card 1). Bilateral activity in putamen
(L put, R put) and ventral striatum (L vst, R vst) correlates with the
probability of win, and hence, expected reward (random effects, p <
0.001). Neural responses are displayed in axial and coronal formats.
(B) Mean activations (parameter estimates b with standard error)
for ten probabilities. In both left and right ventral striatum (vst) and pu-
tamen (put) neural responses increase with increasing probability of
win. Dashed line indicates the best linear fit (L vst: r2 = 0.87,
p < 0.001; R vst: r2 = 0.66, p < 0.01; L put: r2 = 0.69, p < 0.01; R put:
r2 = 0.7, p < 0.01).
Error bars = SEM.

Figure 3. Delayed Neural Correlates of Risk

(A) Neural activations related to risk (delayed response, after 1 s of
display of card 1 and until display of card 2). Brain regions whose ac-
tivity correlates with reward variance, reflecting risk (random effects,
p < 0.001), include left and right ventral striatum (L vst, R vst) extend-
ing into the subthalamic nucleus, midbrain (mb), and mediodorsal
thalamic nucleus (md).
(B) Mean activations (parameter estimates b with standard error) for
ten probabilities. Neural responses in regions displayed in (A) in-
crease toward medium probabilities and decrease toward low and
high probabilities. Dashed lines indicate best quadratic fit (L vst:
r2 = 0.89, p < 0.001; R vst: r2 = 0.88, p < 0.001; mb: r2 = 0.84, p <
0.001; md: r2 = 0.80, p < 0.001). Across all four regions, the quadratic
fit is significantly better than a model that predicts low activation at
p = 0,1 and high activation for p s 0,1 (p < 0.001; results for individual
brain regions:L vst:p < 0.01; R vst: p < 0.01; mb:p < 0.01; md:p = 0.01).
Red data points (asterisks) at p = 0.5 indicate late-onset activation
levels between the time of bet and card 1 when risk is maximal. Error
bars = SEM.
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Slot machines





Linnet et al. (2013). IJPS 5(1) 121–27



Linnet et al. (2013). IJPS 5(1) 121–27



Maladaptive slot machine gambling is 
consistent with the hypothesis of 

dopaminergic reinforcement 
of gambling behavior 



Anticipated reward
- rather than actual reward -

might reinforce maladaptive gambling
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Cases og pårørende
Dialog om Internet Gaming Disorder



• Erfaringer med behandling af IGD
• Undersøgte erfaringer hos 20 behandlere (psykologer, 

psykiatere) med erfaring med behandling af IGD fra Europa og 
USA

• Deltagerne blev interviewet og overordnede temaer identificeret
• Flertallet (70%) havde graduate erfaringer (Ph.D, Dr. Med etc.), 

og alle havde minimum to års erfaring med behandling af IGD.
• 25% arbejdede med børn og unge, 75% arbejdede med unge 

voksne eller voksne

Kuss & Griffiths (2015)



Terapeuters oplevelse af risiko 
faktorer for IGD – tre områder
• Risikofaktorer

• Alder
• Køn
• Profil
• Situationelle faktorer
• Strukturelle faktorer

• Afhængighedsfaktorer
• Salience (overoptagethed)
• Tolerance
• Affektregulering
• Kontroltab
• Abstinenser
• Benægten og løgne
• Problemer og konflikter
• Tilbagefald

(Kuss &	Griffiths,	2015)

Diagnostisk
• Komorbiditet
• IGD diagnose
• Primære lidelse
• Samme men forskelligt



Risikofaktorer
• Alder 

• Tidlig spille debut og overdrevent forbrug er forbundet med øget risiko for 
problemer

• Køn 
• Overvejende drenge har risiko for at udvikle IGD

• Profil
• Ensomme, socialt understimulerede med manglende tilhørsfølelse (både 

familiemæssigt og socialt)
• Situationelle faktorer 

• Omsorgssvigt, skoleskift (overgang til ungdomsuddannelse), mobning
• Strukturelle faktorer

• Computerspil udgør en særlig risiko sammenlignet med andre former for 
internet brug



Afhængighedsfaktorer
• Salience (overoptagethed)

• En konstant optagethed hele tiden af at spille.
• Tolerance

• Øget brug af internet gaming over tid
• Affektregulering

• Spænding eller på afstand af negative følelser
• Kontroltab 

• Gentagne fejlslagne forsøg på kontrol
• Abstinenser

• Rastløshed ved reduktion af adfærd
• Benægten og løgne

• Lyver omfanget af problemer
• Problemer og konflikter

• Problemer med relationer eller job/uddannelse
• Tilbagefald

Internet Gaming Disorder (IGD)
1. Stærk optagethed af at spille
2. Tolerance
3. Rastløshed eller irritabilitet, når der ikke 

spilles
4. Gentagne fejlslagne forsøge på at 

stoppe eller skære ned
5. Spiller for at slippe for negative følelser
6. Spiller trods negative konsekvenser
7. Lyver om omfanget af spil
8. Spiller på bekostning af sociale 

aktivieter
9. Har mistet eller bragt vigtige sociale 

relationer i fare som følge af spil



Diagnostisk
• Komorbiditet

• Angst (social fobi, OCD), depression, ADHD, Asperger’s (ASF)
• IGD diagnose

• Ikke alle bruger samme kriterier. Stadig et nyt område.
• Primære lidelse

• Når IGD er primære lidelse behandles denne først. 
• Ellers kan man behandle/henvise for andre lidelser først

• Samme men forskelligt
• IGD ses grundlæggende som en afhængighed på linje med andre 

former for stof eller adfærdsafhængighed. 
• Dog med visse forskelle (udviklingsmæssigt tidligere, jf BED).



Profil

• The boys with  pathological Internet use are predominantly 
insecure, shy, partially even schizoid boys when they  come to  
us. They have  big problems in trying  to  establish contacts and 
stood  out because of  a tremendous self-insecurity and being 
easily  hurt  from  a very  early age,  have  taken on a peripheral 
position  in their school  environment, never really wanted to 
establish contacts with  their peers, and in the foreground 
there’s anxiety up  to an  anxiety disorder, problems with  a 
sense of  self-worth  right up  to  schizoid personality  disorder
(p. 25)



Profile
• The ones I’ve  seen were  pretty depressed young men, 

appeared depressed, they  somehow dropped  out of  life, had 
few friends, and received  access to social contacts via their 
use of  online role-playing  games or  some chat  rooms or  
something like  that. They had peer groups who took  place 
online,  and by these means they  had a sphere  of  activity, 
which they  didn’t  have  in real life anymore. (p. 26)


